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 I have just started a new section to this site. It is a section of Xoops Tutorials.

What it is exactly is a series of flash tutorials that explain how to complete different operations
within Xoops and general site management functions.
Sometimes seeing is easier to understand than reading.

The tutorials are located in the Xoops Tutorials section of the site.

So far I have two active sections within the Xoops Tutorial section. The first is Module
Deployment with the following tutorials included:

1. Module Unzip Tutorial
2. Module Upload Tutorial
3. Module Install Tutorial
4. Module Uninstall Tutorial

Since most content in Xoops is supplied through modules, this series explains the basic steps
to deploy and remove modules to the Xoops system.

The second series is Site Trouble Resolution which has the following topics:

1. PHP Debug Tutorial
2. MySQL Debug Tutorial
3. Smarty Template Debug Tutorial

There are times when our sites have problems (blank pages, missing or wrong content, or not
expected behavior), these tutorials show how to turn on the built in debug features, what the
output looks like, and basic information about what can be done with the output.

I have just started a third section on theme deployment. So far just on entry'

1. Theme Unzip Tutorial

I will be adding more regularly. I would like to know if these are helpful to you. If they are, or are
not, please comment either way. Comments are open to everyone, the forum requires standard,
free site registration.

All tutorials a available for download in two formats, flash movies, or PDF files.
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The tutorials are available at the following:

WarPigw2 Document Downloads

And

Docs.xoops.org Community Documents

As always at WarPigw2.com, Enjoy the information, give feedback, and have fun.

http://www.warpigw2.com/modules/wfdownloads/viewcat.php?cid=6
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As always at WarPigw2.com, Enjoy the information, give feedback, and have fun.
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